[Changes in indexes of cardiovascular system in different mental tasks].
The influence of different types of mental activity on the cardiovascular system was analyzed by following indexes: the heart rate (HR), the variation magnitude (VM), the amplitude of systolic wave (SWA) and the pulse wave transit time (PWTT). A registration of these indexes was conducted when the subjects solved verbal-logical and spatial mental tasks. HR was significantly greater in the spatial tasks than in the verbal-logical tasks, while SWA had an inverse relationship. The time for solving of tasks of the both types did not differ significantly. Therefore, the observed changes in autonomic indexes were not related to a difficulty of the mental tasks, but depended on the specific cognitive processes involved in the mental tasks of different types. Thus, the observed change in HR and the decrease in SWA correlating with the blood pressure rise reflect an influence of the sympathetic nervous system on the heart work during mental tasks of the verbal-logic type. The obtained results suggest that the indexes of HR and a blood pressure may also serve as supporting criteria in a development of new technologies for a determination of different types of mental operations in addition to the rhythms of the brain electrical activity.